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We have used 19.9 million papers over 5 decades and 2.1 
million patents to demonstrate that teams increasingly 
dominate solo authors in the production of knowledge. 
Research is increasingly done in teams across virtually all 
fields. Teams typically produce more highly cited research 
than individuals do, and this advantage is increasing over 
time. Teams now also produce the exceptionally high 
impact research, even where that distinction was once the 
domain of solo authors. These results are detailed for the 
sciences and engineering, social sciences, arts and 
humanities, and patents, suggesting that the process of 
knowledge creation has fundamentally changed. 

An acclaimed tradition in the history and sociology of science 
emphasizes the role of the individual genius in scientific 
discovery (1, 2). This tradition focuses on guiding 
contributions of solitary authors, such as Newton and 
Einstein, and can be seen broadly in the tendency to equate 
great ideas with particular names, such as the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle, Euclidean geometry, Nash equilibrium, 
and Kantian ethics. The role of individual contributions is 
also celebrated through science’s award-granting institutions, 
like the Nobel Prize Foundation (3). 

Several studies, however, have explored an apparent shift 
in science from this individual-based model of scientific 
advance to a teamwork model. Building on classic work by 
Zuckerman and Merton, many authors have established a 
rising propensity for teamwork in samples of research fields, 
with some studies going back a century (4–7). For example, 
de Solla Price examined the change in team size in chemistry 
from 1910 to 1960, forecasting that in 1980 zero percent of 
the papers would be written by solo authors (8). Recently, 
Adams et al. established that teamwork had increased across 
broader sets of fields among elite U.S. research universities 
(9). Nevertheless, the breadth and depth of this projected shift 
in manpower remains indefinite particularly in fields where 
the size of experiments and capital investments remain small, 
raising the question as to whether the projected growth in 
teams is universal or cloistered in specialized fields. 

A shift towards teams also raises new questions of whether 
teams produce better science. Teams may bring greater 
collective knowledge and effort, but they are known to 
experience social network and coordination losses that make 
them under-perform individuals even in highly complex tasks 
(10–12), as F. Scott Fitzgerald concisely observed when he 
stated that “no grand idea was ever born in a conference” 
(13). From this viewpoint, a shift to teamwork may be a 
costly phenomenon or one that promotes low-impact science, 
while the highest impact ideas remain the domain of great 
minds working alone. 

We studied 19.9 million research articles in the Institute 
for Scientific Information (ISI) Web of Science database and 
an additional 2.1 million patent records. The Web of Science 
data covers research publications in science and engineering 
since 1955, the social sciences since 1956, and arts and the 
humanities since 1975. The patent data covers all U.S. 
registered patents since 1975 (14). A team was defined as 
having more than one listed author (publications) or inventor 
(patents). Following the ISI classification system, the 
universe of scientific publications is divided into three main 
branches and their constituent subfields: science and 
engineering (with 171 subfields), social sciences (with 54 
subfields) and the arts and humanities (with 27 subfields). 
The universe of U.S. patents was treated as a separate 
category (with 36 subfields). See the Supplementary Material 
for details on these classifications. 

For science and engineering, social sciences, and patents, 
there has been a substantial shift towards collective research. 
In the sciences, team size has grown steadily each year and 
nearly doubled from 1.9 to 3.5 authors per paper over 45 
years. 

Shifts toward teamwork in science and engineering have 
been suggested to follow from the increasing scale, 
complexity, and costs of big science. Surprisingly then, we 
find an equally strong trend towards teamwork in the social 
sciences, where these drivers are much less significant. 
Although social scientists in 1955 wrote 17.5% of their 
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papers in teams, by 2000 they wrote 51.5% of their papers in 
teams, an increase similar to that in sciences and engineering. 
Mean team size has also grown each year. On average, 
today’s social sciences papers are written in pairs with a 
continuing, positive trend towards larger teams. Unlike the 
other areas of research, single authors still produce over 90% 
of the papers in the arts and humanities. Nevertheless, there is 
a positive trend toward teams in the arts and humanities (p 
<.001). Finally, patents also show a rising dominance of 
teams. Although this data is on a shorter time scale (1975-
2000), there was a similar annualized increase in the 
propensity for teamwork. Average team size has risen from 
1.7 to 2.3 inventors per patent, with the positive trend towards 
larger teams continuing. 

The generality of the shift to teamwork is captured in 
Table 1. In sciences and engineering, 99.4% of the 171 
subfields have seen increased teamwork. Meanwhile, 100% 
of the 54 subfields in the social sciences, 85.2% of the 27 
subfields in the humanities, and 100% of the 36 subfields in 
patenting have seen increased teamwork. 

Supplementary table S1 presents trends for individual 
fields. In the sciences, areas like medicine, biology, and 
physics have seen at least a doubling in mean team size over 
the 45 year period. Surprisingly, even mathematics, long 
thought the domain of the loner scientist and least dependent 
of the hard sciences on lab scale and capital-intensive 
equipment, showed a marked increase in the fraction of work 
done in teams, from 19% to 57%, with mean team size rising 
from 1.22 to 1.84. In the social sciences, psychology, 
economics, and political science show enormous shifts 
toward teamwork, sometimes doubling or tripling the 
propensity for teamwork. With regard to average team size, 
psychology, the closest of the social sciences to a lab science, 
has the highest growth (75.1%) while political science has the 
lowest (16.6%). All areas of patents showed a positive change 
in both the fraction of papers done by teams and team size 
with only small variations across the areas of patenting, 
suggesting that the conditions favoring teamwork in patenting 
are largely similar across subfields. As reflected in Figure 1A, 
the humanities show lower growth rates in the fraction of 
publications done in teams, yet a tendency towards increased 
teamwork is still observed. 

Our measure of impact was the number of citations each 
paper and patent receives, which has been shown to correlate 
with research quality (15–17) and is frequently used in 
promotion and funding reviews (18). Highly cited work was 
defined as receiving more than the mean number of citations 
for a given field and year (19). Teams produce more highly 
cited work in each broad area of research and at each point in 
time. 

To explore the relationship between teamwork and impact 
in more detail, we define the relative team impact (RTI) for a 

given time period and field. RTI is the mean number of 
citations received by team-authored work divided by the 
mean number of citations received by solo-authored work. A 
RTI greater than 1 indicates that teams produce more highly 
cited papers than solo authors and vice versa for RTI less than 
1. When the RTI is equal to 1, there is no difference in 
citation rates for team and solo authored papers. In our 
dataset the average RTI was greater than 1 at all points in 
time and in all broad research areas -- sciences and 
engineering, social sciences, humanities, and patents. In other 
words, there is a broad tendency for teams to produce more 
highly cited work than individual authors. Further, the RTI is 
rising with time. For example, in sciences and engineering, 
team-authored papers received 1.7 times as many citations as 
solo-authored papers in 1955, but 2.1 times the citations by 
2000. Similar upward trends in relative team impact appear in 
sciences and engineering, social science, and arts and 
humanities, and more weakly in patents, although the trend is 
still upward there (20). Note especially that, during the early 
periods, solo authors received substantially more citations on 
average than teams in many subfields, especially within 
sciences and engineering (Fig. 2E) and social sciences (Fig. 
2F). By the end of the period, however, there are virtually no 
subfields in sciences and engineering and social sciences 
where solo authors typically receive more citations than 
teams. Table S1 details the RTI for major individual research 
areas, indicating that teams currently have a nearly universal 
impact advantage. In a minority of cases the RTI declined 
with time (e.g. -34.4% in mathematics and -25.7% in 
education), although even here teams currently have a large 
advantage in citations received (e.g. 67% more average 
citations in mathematics and 105% in education). 

The citation advantage of teams is also increasing with 
time when teams of fixed size are compared to solo authors. 
In Science and Engineering, for example, papers with two 
authors received 1.30 times more citations than solo authors 
in the 1950s but 1.74 times more citations in the 1990s. In 
general, this pattern prevails for comparisons between teams 
of any fixed size versus solo authors (table S4). 

A possible challenge to the validity of these observations 
is the presence of self-citations given that teams have the 
opportunity to self-cite their work more frequently than a 
single author. To address this, we reran the analysis with all 
self-citations removed from the dataset (21). We found that 
removing self-citations can produce modest decreases in the 
RTI measure in some fields; for example, the RTI fell from 
3.10 to 2.87 in Medicine and 2.30 to 2.13 in biology (table 
S1). Thus, removing self-citations can reduce the RTI by 5-
10%, but the relative citation advantage of teams remains 
essentially intact. 

Because the progress of knowledge may be driven by a 
small number of key insights (22), we further test whether the 
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most extraordinary concepts, results, or technologies are the 
province of solitary scientists or teams. Pooling all papers and 
patents within the four research areas, we calculated the 
frequency distribution of citations to solo-authored and team-
authored work, comparing the first five years and last five 
years of our data. If these distributions overlap in their right 
hand tails, then a solo-authored paper or patent is just as 
likely as a team-authored paper or patent to be extraordinarily 
highly cited. 

Our results show that teams now dominate the top of the 
citation distribution in all four research domains (Fig 3, A-D). 
In the early years, a solo author in science and engineering or 
the social sciences was more likely than a team to receive no 
citations, but a solo author was also more likely to garner the 
highest number of citations – to be a paper that was singularly 
influential. However, by the most recent period, a team-
authored paper has a higher probability of being extremely 
highly cited. For example, a team-authored paper in science 
and engineering is currently 6.3 times more likely than a solo-
authored paper to receive at least 1,000 citations. Finally, in 
the arts and humanities and patents, individuals were never 
more likely than teams to produce the more influential work. 
These patterns also hold when self-citations are removed (fig. 
S5). 

Taken together, these results suggest two important facts 
about preeminent work in our observational periods. One, it 
never appeared to be the domain of solo authors in the arts 
and humanities and patents. Second, solo authors did produce 
the papers of singular distinction in science and engineering 
and social science in the 1950s, but the mantel of 
extraordinarily cited work has passed to teams by 2000. 

Over our 5 decade sample period, the increasing capital 
intensity of research may have been a key force in laboratory 
sciences where the growth in teamwork has been intensive 
(8), but it is unlikely to explain similar patterns in 
mathematics, economics, and sociology where we found that 
growth rates in team size have been nearly as large. Since the 
1950’s the number of researchers has grown as well, which 
could promote finer divisions of labor and more 
collaboration. Similarly, steady growth in knowledge may 
have driven scholars toward more specialization, prompting 
larger and more diverse teams (7, 10). However, we found 
that teamwork is growing nearly as fast in fields where the 
number of researchers has grown relatively slowly (see 
Supplementary Material). Declines in communication costs 
could make teamwork less costly as well (9, 25). Shifting 
authorship norms may have influenced coauthorship trends in 
fields with extremely large teams, such as biomedicine and 
high-energy physics (26, 27), and yet our results hold across 
diverse fields where norms for order of authorship, existence 
of post doctorates, and prevalence of grant-based research 
differ substantially. 
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Fig. 1. The growth of teams. These plots present changes 
over time in the fraction of papers and patents written in 
teams (panel A) and in mean team size (panel B). Each line 
represents the arithmetic average taken over all subfields in 
each year. 

Fig. 2. The relative impact of teams. Panels A-D present 
mean team size comparing all papers and patents with those 
that received more citations than average in the relevant 
subfield. Panels E-H plot the “relative team impact” (RTI), 
which is the mean number of citations received by team-

authored work divided by the mean number of citations 
received by solo-authored work. A ratio of 1 indicates that 
team and solo-authored work have equivalent impact on 
average. Each point in the plots represents the RTI for a given 
subfield and year, while the black lines present the arithmetic 
average in a given year. 

Fig. 3. Exceptional research. Pooling all publications and 
patents within the four research categories, we calculated 
frequency distributions of citations received. Separate 
distributions are calculated for single authors and teams, and 
the ratio is plotted. A ratio greater than 1 indicates that a 
team-authored paper had a higher probability of producing 
the given range of citations than a solo-authored paper. Ratios 
are compared for the early period (first 5 years of available 
data) and late period (last 5 years of available data) for each 
research category, sciences and engineering (A), social 
sciences (B), arts and humanities (C), and patents (D). 
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Table 1. Patterns by subfield. For the three broad ISI categories and for patents, we count the number (N) and percentage 
(%) of subfields that show (1) larger team sizes in the last five years compared to the first five years and (2) relative team 
impact measures (RTI) larger than 1 in the last five years. We show the RTI measures both with and without self-citations 
removed in calculating the citations received. 
        

increasing 
team size 

RTI > 1 
(with self citations) 

RTI > 1 
(no self citations) fields N fields 

N fields % N fields % N fields % 

Science & Engineering 171 170 99.4 167 97.7 159 92.4 
Social Sciences 54 54 100.0 54 100.0 51 94.4 
Arts & Humanities 27 24 88.9 23 85.2 18 66.7 
Patents 36 36 100.0 32 88.9 -- -- 

 
 








